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Abstract
Combined with the flying speed, altitude and comfort features of fixed-wing propeller aircraft, and the 
vertical taking off and landing characteristics of rotorcraft, the tiltrotor aircraft has unique advantages. As 
a result, many researchers, represented by U.S. aviation industry, are involved in the research and 
development of tiltrotor aircraft, and think that it has comprehensive application prospects in the military 
and civil domains. However, dispute has never stopped in the past years along with the development of 
tiltrotor aircraft. Although it has splendid advantages and good prospects in the future, there are also many 
inherent deficiencies at present. Including but not limited to the following areas: lower hover performance 
contrasted to helicopter, reduced forward flight performance against to propeller aircraft, defective 
reliability and maintainability, burdensome cost, and issues about airworthiness and safety. Mainly from 
the airworthiness point of view, the impact to the development of tiltrotor aircraft is analyzed in this paper. 
Based on the analysis above, the evolution trend of tiltrotor aircraft in the next period of time is discussed, 
so as to provide reference for the related research in aviation industry.
© 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and peer-review under responsibility of ENAC.
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1. The development overview of tiltrotor aircraft
When the concept of tiltrotor aircraft was put forward, it was considered a revolutionary innovation. In 
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military domain, the U.S. military in the early 1980s began to develop V-22 "Osprey" tilt-rotor aircraft, in 
the early 1990s began to arm forces, and is planning to develop the next generation large military tiltrotor 
aircraft---V-44, which will be with four engines. In civil domain, Bell and Boeing jointly launched the 
BA609 (later known as AW609) project in 1996. Currently, the project is still under the certification 
process.
In 2005, the NASA Heavy Lift Rotorcraft Systems Investigation studied several candidate 
configurations of very large rotorcraft designed for the civil mission (Refs. 1, 2), and founded that the 
Large Civil Tilt Rotor (LCTR) is the most promising design resulting from the investigation (Fig. 1). It 
was designed to carry 120 passengers for 1200 nm (2222km), with performance of 350 knots (648km/h)
at 30,000 ft (9144m) altitude.
Fig. 1. NASA Large Civil Tilt rotor (LCTR) Concept
Although the tiltrotor aircraft has splendid advantages and good prospects in the future, there are also 
many inherent deficiencies: lower hover performance contrasted to helicopter, reduced forward flight 
performance against to propeller aircraft, defective reliability and maintainability, burdensome cost, and 
complicated issues especially in airworthiness and safety.
2. critical airworthiness issues faced by tiltrotor aircraft
The airworthiness authorities, represented by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and European 
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), have published clear technical requirements in regulations to ensure the 
safety level of the aircraft can meet public needs. But currently, tiltrotor aircraft technology is not very 
mature, and the development of it is still facing a lot of airworthiness issues. Some severe ones of those
are like the following aspects:
2.1. Cross-linked drive system failure
Taking the follow typical layout tiltrotor aircraft as an example (Fig. 2, Refs. 3), the purpose of cross-
linked drive shaft arranged along the wing span is to keep synchronization between rotors of both sides, 
and to provide power from one engine for the two rotors after another engine is inoperative. In aircraft, 
this shaft withstands bending stresses along with the wing, which often needs to be designed into a 
combination of many segments, and leading to relatively complicated construction, as well as high 
probability of failure. If the cross-linked drive shaft fails, aircraft flight control will be severely affected. 
When one engine is inoperative, this hazard is particularly evident: if tiltrotor aircraft is in airplane mode, 
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a single engine failure will result in a very large yawing moment, which is very difficult to trim by tail 
rudder in low-speed conditions; if in helicopter mode, a single engine failure will create a very large 
rolling moment, causing the aircraft to roll, or even crash.
Fig. 2. A representative tiltrotor aircraft configuration
2.2. Engine pylon tilting failure
Tiltrotor aircraft engine pylon tilting drive system is a typical component of the tiltrotor aircraft. Its 
structure is very complicated, including the tilting shaft reducer, hydraulic actuator mechanical devices. 
Any part failure can cause the engine nacelle tilting failure. This failure occurring when tiltrotor aircraft is 
landing will lead to particularly serious result. When tiltrotor aircraft plans to transfer from helicopter 
mode to airplane mode and to perform the landing approach operation, if the engine pylon drive system 
fails before or during the tilting process, the engine nacelle cannot locate to the desired angular position, 
which will make the aircraft cannot normally decelerate to hover state. The most serious situation is that 
the failure occurs when the pylon has not tilted yet or the tilting angle is very small, then the aircraft has 
to perform emergency landing in airplane mode. Due to the poor low-speed performance in airplane mode, 
the landing flight speed will be very high. At the same time, the rotor disk diameter of tiltrotor aircraft is 
much larger than that of ordinary aircraft propeller, which will make the blades directly impact on the 
ground when landing in an emergency condition, causing the aircraft to crash.
2.3. Poor performance of autorotation and landing
Poor performance of autorotation and landing is the inherent weaknesses of tiltrotor aircraft. For a
helicopter, the airworthiness regulations require that the aircraft can land safely by autorotation when all 
engines are inoperative. Because of the big rotor diameter of a helicopter, its rotor disk load is relatively 
very low, which makes it can be manipulated into the windmill rotor state, and achieve successful 
autorotation landing when all engines failure occurs. For an airplane, when all engines are inoperative, it 
can also land by gliding flight, and can try to start the engines in the process of landing. Because the
rotors of a tiltrotor aircraft need to balance the hover performance of helicopter model and the forward 
flight performance of airplane model, thus their diameter is generally smaller than that of the helicopter 
rotor, but bigger than that of propeller’s, which will lead to much higher rotor disk load than that of a
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helicopter. If both engines failure occurs when tiltrotor aircraft is in landing approach, due to the bad 
autorotation landing performance, the decline will be very fast, which may cause the aircraft crashed.
2.4. Bad aerodynamic stability during the tilting process
The operation of a tiltrotor aircraft is very complicated, which needs the lift generated by the two 
engines arranged in the both sides of wingtip to be strictly balanced. Because if the lift is unbalanced, 
when amplified by the length of the wingspan, large rolling moment will be produced by the tiltrotor 
aircraft, which may make the aircraft out of control. Especially in the transition process from airplane 
mode to helicopter mode, the strong downwash generated by rotors will cause interference to the fuselage
and empennage, etc., and result in complicated unsteady flow, making the aircraft’s operating conditions 
very harsh, as well as the aerodynamic stability. In such a situation, if it encounters gust wind and other 
adverse weather conditions, the lift on both sides of the aircraft may be seriously imbalanced, and thus 
make the aircraft lose control and crashed.
3. Influence to the military tiltrotor aircraft
In addition to the 4 critical airworthiness and safety issues about V-22, there is also other trouble, such 
as the poor fire protection ability, weak crashworthiness performance, high pressure hydraulic oil lines 
failure and so on. But one of the most controversial points has been that V-22 lacks the ability to land 
safely through autorotation.
Some people argue that V-22 is capable of making a safe landing by converting to airplane mode when 
all engines are inoperative. But in December 22, 2009ˈa report named “ V-22 Osprey Tilt-Rotor Aircraft: 
Background and Issues for Congress” (Refs. 4) figured out that, ”the V-22 would fail to meet basic 
airworthiness requirements by the FAA regulation if it were a civilian transport aircraft……The V-22
requires 12 seconds to convert from helicopter mode to airplane mode. In this interval, when either both 
engines are inoperative or one engine has failed along with the interconnecting drive shaft, a V-22 will 
lose about 1600 feet (488m) of altitude under ideal conditions (i.e., no pilot errors). Thus, any complete 
power failure while in helicopter mode below 1600 feet above the ground will result in a catastrophic loss 
of the aircraft.” Despite the simultaneous failure of both engines does not very likely occur in current 
transportation category rotorcraft, but not without precedent.
In fact, V-22 project’s creeping in strong tough dispute, to some extent reflects the characteristics of 
the military aircraft airworthiness. Taking the FAA regulations for example, the requirements in civil 
aircraft airworthiness standards represent the minimum safety level, which cannot be tailored, and have 
the force of law. But for military aircraft, in addition to the airworthiness requirements, it also needs to 
consider another key factor, the tactical and technical performance requirements, so the airworthiness 
requirements should be tailored to a certain extent when they conflict with the performance requirements. 
In order to meet some necessary performance requirements or operational purposes, it should make
compromises between aircraft airworthiness requirements and performance requirements by some
"acceptable risk" approach. So even V-22 possesses some obvious advantages, such as the flying speed, 
and range compared to a helicopter, it also has to make compromises in airworthiness and safety, although 
this will be highly controversial.
Except the autorotation ability, V-22’s inherent deficiencies have resulted in many compromises in the 
aircraft configuration and construction (Refs. 4). For example, the requirement to be able to operate in a 
chemical, biological, and radiological (CBR) environment without the need for aircrews to wear bulky
garments and respirators was compromised because the required overpressure to maintain positive air 
outflow in the aircraft would require strengthening the fuselage skin panels at the cost of increased weight. 
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A second example is the decision not to replace all drive shaft segments, currently made of fire-
susceptible composites, with titanium or steel because the weight increase would prevent meeting the 
critical mission requirements.
4. Influence to the civil tiltrotor aircraft
BA609 is the only civil tiltrotor aircraft in the world, which is still in the research. That type with 6-9
seats was launched on the basis of V-22 technology by Bell / Boeing in 1996. The road for BA609 is not 
flat. As early in February 11, 2002, the journal of "Flight International" (Refs. 5) pointed out that, for 
BA609 project, “Certificating the tiltrotor for safe civil operation is perhaps the programme's biggest 
challenge”. Since its first flight in March 2003, the planned time to get type certificate (TC) has been 
repeatedly delayed. In June 2011, Bell Company decided to abandon that type, while Agusta-Westland 
announced the formal buyout of the project, and renamed it as AW609. Although Bell Helicopter would
continue to fulfill its role of the task in the design and type certification, but this event has undoubtedly 
cast a shadow to the prospect of its remained certification work in the future. At present, it can be seen 
from the difficult airworthiness certification process that the airworthiness issues effect to the 
development of civil rotorcraft is mainly reflected in the following aspects.
4.1. Incomplete airworthiness standards
In the civil aircraft type certification process, a certification basis should be firstly determined in 
accordance with the appropriate regulations published by the civil authorities, based on the expected 
configuration characteristics, so as to obtain the basic technical requirements for the certification. For 
example, the certification basis of a transportation category rotorcraft should be determined according to 
FAR 29, and for a transportation category airplane, that is FAR 25. BA609 is the first civil tiltrotor 
aircraft in the world to apply type certification, which faces with the problem of lack of related 
regulations. In order to determine the certification basis of BA609, FAA has to follow the provisions in 
U.S. Federal Aviation Regulations § 21.17 and § 21.21, and takes it as a "special type" aircraft type for 
the certification. Finally, the certification basis of BA609 has adopted the applicable content both in FAR 
25 and FAR 29, as well as a lot of new technical requirements developed from its inherent characteristics. 
The composition of BA609 certification basis is shown as Fig.3. (Refs. 6)
Fig. 3. Certification Basis of BA609
In Fig. 3, FAR-XX is an airworthiness draft standard named “Interim Airworthiness Criteria, Powered-
Lift Transport Category Aircraft”, which was published by FAA in July 1988 (Refs. 7). However, until 
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BA609’s certification basis was frozen in 2007, FAA had still not formally published the airworthiness 
standards for tiltrotor aircraft. From a long-term perspective, because there is relatively large difference
among the technical requirements of tiltrotor aircraft, helicopter and fixed-wing aircraft, great potential
exists for FAA to develop and publish a specific regulation for tiltrotor aircraft. But currently, the lack of 
airworthiness regulations would still cause certain influence to its development.
4.2. Huge certification workload
As tiltrotor aircraft possess characteristics of both fixed-wing aircraft and rotorcraft, so it needs to
consider verification work under both two configurations in the certification process, which makes the 
workload enormous. In flight tests, for example, every aircraft before had only one flight envelope, but 
BA609 has two or a blended envelope, because its engine nacelles can tilt form 0° (horizontal forward) to 
95° (5° aft of vertical), which needs to consider all possible combinations, including aircraft weight, 
height, wind speed, temperature, and the tilting angle of the engine nacelle, and so comes up with a huge 
matrix of possible test conditions.
4.3. Rigorous safety requirements which cannot be tailored
Civil airworthiness standards ask for high level of safety requirements for transportation category 
aircraft, which generally require that the catastrophic accident rate of the aircraft should be less than 10-6.
In addition, unlike the military aircraft airworthiness requirements, the certification basis of a civil 
aircraft, once determined, cannot be tailored. In other words, the previously mentioned airworthiness 
critical issues, including cross-linked drive system failure, engine pylon tilting failure, poor 
performance of autorotation and landing, and bad aerodynamic stability during the tilting process,
etc., must be completely addressed through the type certification process. For example, BA609 has to 
demonstrate safe autorotation landing capability while both engines are inoperative (Refs. 8).
Additionally, the requirement of the failure probability of the cross-linked drive system components 
and engine nacelle tilting drive system components can be supposed to be very strict. In order to address 
these inherent deficiencies, and achieve the level of safety required by civil airworthiness standards, it 
certainly needs to make compromises in performance, cost, and other aspects. And almost certainly, even
if it can finally meet the airworthiness requirements, it may also pass the type certification in a "step 
edge" way.
5. Conclusions and proposals
Based on the above analysis, it is believed that, although NASA and other research institutions have 
expressed high expectations for the development of large civil tiltrotor aircraft in the vision of the next 
generation aircraft, there is a long way to go for civil tiltrotor aircraft’s prosperity before those critical
airworthiness issues are resolved or the related technology become mature, and during this period of time,
tiltrotor aircraft will be more suitable for military purposes.
In terms of the specific type BA609, although efforts are being made in accordance with the civil 
aircraft airworthiness standards for certification, the almost "step edge" safety level and the significant 
high cost factor, makes it would not necessarily never turn to the military market. Because on the one 
hand, although Agusta bought out that civil aircraft project in 2011, but the company traditionally has 
always been to focus on the government and military markets, and has certain advantages in this domain. 
On the other hand, it just also lacks a military tiltrotor aircraft type in Europe. In addition, Lt. Gen. 
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Michael Hough, the Marines' deputy commandant for aviation, once asked Bell Helicopter to study 
equipping its mid-sized BA609 tiltrotor aircraft for use as an armed escort for the V-22 Osprey troop 
transport (Refs. 9), which also confirmed from the side that BA609 project still likely turn to military 
purposes.
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